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Abstract - This paper gives an overview on the method of manufacturing lead grains. 

Conventionally lead shot have been made in high shot towers, Bleimeister and Wire processes.. The various 
lead manufacturing methods were discuss and finalized one based on company constraints. The proposed 
techno-economical prototype model was developed to overcome the few issues of conventional lead 
manufacturing method. The experimentation carried out by varying various parameters to achieve uniform 
and round lead grains. It is concluded that the proposed methods is less hazardous, high productivity, more 
space utilization as compare to conventional method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The production of lead grains, typically from a lead alloy containing various quantities of arsenic (As), antimony (Sb) 
and tin (Sn), is broadly divided into shot tower, Bleimeister and Wire processes. The few techniques of manufacturing the lead 
grains are as follows. 

1)  Tower process: - The process was invented by William Watts of Bristol, UK, and patented in the late 18th century [1]. 
Watts extended his house in Redcliffe, Bristol to build the first shot tower in 1782.                                        
a shot tower, lead is heated until molten, then dropped through a copper sive high up in the tower. The liquid lead solidifies as it 
falls and by surface tension forms tiny spherical balls. The partially cooled balls are caught at the floor of the tower in a water 
filled basin. The now fully cooled balls are checked for roundness and sorted by size; those that are "out of round" are remelted. 
A slightly inclined table is used for checking roundness. To make larger shot sizes, a copper sieve with larger holes is used. 
However, the maximum size is limited by the height of the tower, because larger shot sizes must fall farther to cool. A polishing 
with a slight amount of graphite is necessary for lubrication and to prevent oxidation as shown in figure 1. 

 

                    

                 Fig. 1- Shot Tower                                Fig. 2- Lead Melting graph. 
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Fig. 3 - shots size (lead grains) 

2)  Bleimeister process: - The Bleimeister method (U.S. Patent 2978742 A, dated April 11, 1961) is a process for making lead 
shot in small sizes from about number seven to about number nine. Molten lead (alloy) is dripped from small orifices and 
dropped approximately 1 inch (2.5 centimetres) into a hot liquid, where it is then rolled along an incline and then dropped 
another 3 ft. (91 cm). The temperature of the liquid controls the cooling rate of the lead, while the surface tension of the liquid 
and the inclined surface results in highly regular spheres of lead shot. The size of the lead shot that is produced is determined by 
the diameter of the orifice used to initially drop the lead and the specific lead alloy that is used. The roundness of the lead shot 
depends on the angle of the inclined surfaces as well as the temperature of the liquid coolant [2]. Thereafter shot are dried and 
further processed for roundness, size and polished (graphite coating for lubrication and to prevent oxidation) as shown in figure 
4. 

 

  

Fig. 4- Bliemeister shot maker 

3)  Wire process: - Larger shot sizes (than can be produced using the Bleimeister method) are produced from calibrated lengths 
of extruded lead (alloy) wire that are fed into a die and sized into spheres by hemispherical punches. Although some of the 
larger shot sizes have been made in towers, most shot sized BB and above and buckshot are made from diameter specific wires 
using cold heading or swage processes [3]. Swage shot is cut from a length of wire and tumbled in kerosene and graphite to a 
nearly spherical shape. Final rounding is performed by barrel tumbling for approximately two hours in graphite. A header is 
used in the cold heading process to cut a piece of wire and then squeeze it between two punches in a die [4]. The punches cause 
the formation of a nearly spherical shot pellet. Final forming is accomplished by barrel tumbling and polished (graphite coating 
for lubrication and to prevent oxidation). 

The conventional lead manufacturing process used in one company is studied in detail to understand the issues. In the 
process of manufacturing cord wire where first take four lead bars, the weight of one lead bar near about 25kg and pour into 
induction furnace. The induction furnace is used to achieve temperature of molten metal upto 700 deg C [5].  The little amount 
of arsenic added to remove the impurities from molten metal. Then take required amount of material from the furnace with help 
of spoon manually. This molten metal pores into the screening pot and vibrate the screening pot with help of hammer. The 
screening pot having the small holes size 2mm to 4mm which helps to convert the molten metal to small grains. These grains 
collected in water tank, which help to cool the grains. The cool grains collected by the labour manually and place in to the 
atmosphere for drying. In this way the lead grains were manufacture to produce cord wire [6].  
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Fig.5- Conventional method of producing lead grain  

 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

After examine existing method of manufacturing lead grains in one company, the following issues identified 
 The existing process is very hazardous for labor as molten metal handled manually and there is always chance to split 

the molten metal on nearby area. . 
 Most of the activities are handle manually and hence more manpower requirement in existing system.  
 Low productivity of existing lead grains manufacturing setup.  
 
The proposed Techno-economical prototype model:- 
The working of the proposed approach is divided into two main steps, induction heating and drippers which convert the 
molten metal into granules form [7]. 

                                             

Fig. 6 :- Block diagram of proposed approach 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7:- CAD model of proposed prototype model 
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The above figure shows systematic arrangement of various components like Induction Heater, Stainless Steel pot, 
Drippers, Water Tank, Water control valve, Submersible water pump and Temperature controller Thermostat to manufacture 
lead grains.  

The first step is to take pure lead metal and put into to the stainless-steel pot. We take the pure lead as an input because 
this system designs for pure lead only or use pure tin, aluminium also. After the putting the lead into the stainless-steel pot the 
induction burner starts, it takes some time for heating. it will depend on the amount of material use for melting. The capacity of 
this model is 25kg of lead melt and convert into to the rounded lead grain near about one hour. After melting the lead, because 
of low viscosity molten metal flow from the drippers which is having the grain size hole that convert the molten metal into the 
granular form. The small droplets of the molten metal drops into the water, the finally lead grains collected from water tank to 
dry in atmospheric temperature[8].        

The experimentation is carried out on developed prototype model for getting the rounded shape grain. The first test was 
performed. The outcome of the first test was, the molten lead metal not converted into the granular form, it was in the form of 
elongated shape as shown in figure 8. 

 The second test was conducted by adding little amount of water-soluble liquid in water tank. The main motto to 
adding liquid soap is to increasing the surface tension of the water. The rounded size of the grains depends on the surface 
tension of the water, when surface tension increases the possibility of rounded shape grains formation also increases.  The test 
result by adding liquid soap is as shown in figure 9  

                                     

 Fig. 8: First test result lead    Fig. 9: Second test result lead 

In the third test was conducted by changing the inclination angle from 108oC to 112oC and adding more liquid soap. The third 
test result is as shown in figure 10.  

 

                                        

                                                          Fig. 10: Third test result lead 

The rounded shape lead grains achieved from last third test because of the low density of the water. So your coolant must have a 
density thick enough to produce round shot [9]. 
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CONCLUSION 
The proposed prototype model will overcome the few issues of conventional lead manufacturing process in company i.e.  

 Less hazardous working condition for labor. 
 Improve the quality of lead grains  
 Reduce manufacturing lead time. 
 Reduce the man power requirement 
 Increase effective utilization of space 
 Easy to operate.  
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